The nucleic acid sequence databases of Los Alamos National Laboratory, European Molecular Biology Laboratory, and others are organized in a single relational database. This organization with a suitable relational database management program facilitates the tasks of reporting statistics, making cross-references, and double-checking of the original databases.
INTRODUCTION
We have been collecting and annotating all published nucleic acid sequences and organizing a DNA database, called GenBank, which is publicly available through Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc. At Los Alamos and probably in other places as well, the DNA database does not depend on a sophisticated data structure. We create and modify each sequence entry as a single file and the database is simply a sequential collection of all files. The simple organization is desirable since it facilitates distribution to and exchange with different installations.
It is also suitable for many researchers to extract easily selected sequence entries of their interests. However, this organization does not lend itself to regrouping the non-sequence data of the GenBank database for analysis or for comparison with other databases. In principle, it is possible to write special purpose programs to handle any tasks of manipulating the GenBank database. There is, though, a database format specifically designed to allow rapid and easy reorganization of the data. This format is that of a relational database. Roughly speaking, a relational database is a collection of tables, and a relational database management program provides us with the power to manipulate tables by a simple query language.
Once the data are properly organized we can, for example, summarize statistics of annual journal citations or verify two versions of the databases without developing our own programs. In practice we use FRAMIS which Is a relational database management system developed at Lawrence 9 Livermore National Laboratory.
One most important use of the relational database system Is to make cross-references to other databases. He have been collaborating with the group at European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) in order to avoid duplication of effort and improve the quality of the databases.
We do not, however, maintain an identical database; each group has its own format, naming convention, and collection policy, although the basic content, namely sequences and references, will be identical. The primary databases of GenBank and EMRL are organized as different tables in the FRAMIS database, and we can Identify corresponding sequence entries, for examle, from the journal citation. We are expanding this approach to include other databases.
ORGANIZATION OF FRAMIS DATABASE
A relational database system presents data as a set of tables. Similar to our familiar notion, a will do the same for each group of sequences specified by the value in column CLASS. This group BY operation is especially useful in summarizing statistics of the database. Table 1 shows a summary of sequence entries in the OenBank database: the number of sequence (locus) entries, the total length in bases, and the numbers of times references and authors are cited in the database.
They are counted for each class of sequences and for the entire database.
Here the numbers of citations contain duplicates for the same references cited in different locus entries. FRAMIS may also be used to count unique references as described below.
An important aspect of the relational database is the concept of primary key.
It is a combination of one or more columns which uniquely identifies a row. For example, column LOCUS is the primary key in 
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Cross-references to Other Databases
Perhaps a more useful example of the operation involving more than one table is how to make a cross-reference of our sequence entries to others. We can create a cross-reference of the GenBank LOCUS identifier and the EMBL identifier, called IDENT here, according to the same journal reference:
XREF -(REFL PROJECT LOCUS JOURNAL) JOIN (REFL_EMBL PROJECT IDENT JOURNAL) ON JOURNAL;
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Simple Analysis
It is also possible to perform simple analysis within FRAMIS. Fig. 2 shows an example to calculate the distribution of A+T content from table LANL.
The number of sequences which fall within each percentage range of A+T content is shown for the total sequences and for the five classes of sequences. To obtain these results, columns CLASS, A, C, G, and T, are first projected from TEMPI • TEMP COUNT BY CLASS RANGE;  AT_CONT • TEMPI SUM COUNT BY RANGE;  DEFINE TflBLE TEMP2 VERT. INTEGER, EUR. INTEGER, BACT. INTEGER,  VIRAL INTEGER, PHAGE INTEGER;  ADDATA TEMP2 <0 0 0 0 0>; AT_CONT -(AT_CONT RENAME SLM_COUNT TOTAL) TIMES TEMP2; TEMP2 -((TEMPI l*CRE CLASS-"VERTEBRATE" ) PROJ RANGE COUNT) RENAME CiJUNT VERT. AT_CONT -AT_CONT UPDATE TEMP2 CM RANGE; TEMP2 • ((TEMPI W-ERE CLASS-"OT>CR ELK.") PROJ RANGE COUNT) RENAME COUNT EUk . ; AT_CONT -AT_CONT UPDATE TEMP2 ON RANGE; TEMP2 -((TEMPI l^ERE CLASS-"BACTERIAL") PROJ RANGE COUNT) RENAME COUNT BHCT.; AT_CONT -AT_CONT UPDATE TEMP2 ON RANGE; TEMP2 -((TEMPI W-ERE CLASS-"VIRAL' 1 ) PROJ RANGE COUNT) RENAME COUNT VIRAL; AT-CONT -AT_CONT UPDATE TEMP2 ON RANGE; TEMP2 • ((TEMPI l*ERE CLASS-"PHAGE" ) PROJ RANGE COUNT) RENAME COUNT PHHI^E: AT_CONT -AT.CONT UPDATE TEMP2 ON RANGE; DELETE TABLE TEMP2; PRINT AT_CONT; Note that by using a command procedure, two tables, one in 10Z interval and the other in 5Z interval, are generated. The content of the command procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 2 clearly Indicates high A+T contents In eukaryotic sequences other than vertebrates, high G+C contents in some viral sequences, and relatively narrow distributions In bacterial and phage sequences.
DISCUSSION
As shown in Table 3 , the number of bases published per year is almost doubling every year since 1978.
The explosive increase in the amount of sequence data can be a boon to researchers, but only if the data are easily and widely available in public computer databases. The Los Alamos and FXBL groups are collaborating to coordinate the efforts of collection and annotation of the sequence data.
We also welcome cooperation with other groups who might be willing to share the efforts. Further, the quality and usefulness of the database can be improved substantially if authors, journal editors, and database users become more actively involved.
We hope investigators and journals will contribute data directly to existing databases, preferably in computer readable forms, and users of the databases will report any errors or inconsistencies they find.
It is usually the case that different databases have different formats and the identification of the same sequences in two databases Is not a trivial task. However, by converting different databases into a standard format, i.e., FRAMIS tables, which can be done relatively easily, we can use the power of relational algebra as described above. Thus, the relational database systera is a valuable tool to coordinate many efforts of computerizing DNA sequence information. It will also be useful to make logical connections of the DNA database with protein sequence and structure databases, gene libraries, and other computerized biological data.
